A number d is magic for n, if there is no regular language for which an optimal nondeterministic finite state automaton (nfa) uses exactly n states, but for which the optimal deterministic finite state automaton (dfa) uses exactly d states. We show that, in the case of unary regular languages, the state hierarchy of dfa's, for the family of languages accepted by n-state nfa's, is not contiguous. There are some "holes" in the hierarchy, i.e., magic numbers in between values that are not magic. This solves, for automata with a single letter input alphabet, an open problem of existence of magic numbers [7].
Introduction and Preliminaries
Automata theory is one of the oldest topics in theoretical computer science, and also a popular first step to study this field. In spite of that, some important problems are still open. The most famous problem is whether a two-way nondeterministic finite state automaton with n states can be converted into an equivalent two-way deterministic automaton using only a polynomial number of states [14] . (See also [4] .)
At first glance, the situation is clear for one-way automata. By the classical subset construction [13] , we know that a nondeterministic finite state automaton (nfa) with n states can be replaced by an equivalent deterministic finite state automaton (dfa) with d states, such that n ≤ d ≤ 2 n . In the worst case, d = 2 n . (See [10, 12] .) On the other hand, we also know languages for which nondeterminism does not help at all, that is, d = n. Thus, a natural question, raised for the first time by Iwama et al. [7] , is the following:
Is it possible, for a given number n, to find a number d satisfying n ≤ d ≤ 2 n , such that no optimal dfa using exactly d states can be simulated by any optimal nfa using exactly n states? In [8], such numbers were named magic numbers, as numbers for which nondeterminism is especially weak. Adopting this terminology, we say that d is a muggle number for n, if it is not magic for n, i.e., if at least one optimal dfa using exactly d states can be simulated by an optimal nfa using exactly n states. A negative answer to the above question would show that all numbers between n and 2 n are muggle numbers, without leaving any "holes" in the hierarchy. The above problem is easier to solve, if the size of the input alphabet grows in n [9]: For each n and d, such that n ≤ d ≤ 2 n , there exists an optimal nstate nfa for which the optimal dfa uses exactly d states. However, the size of the input alphabet for these automata is very large, namely, 2 n−1 + 1. In the second part of [9] , the input alphabet is reduced to 2n. However, this is shown by a "non-constructive" argument, proving the mere existence without giving an explicit exhibition of witness languages. Finally, in [3], the complete state hierarchy is shown by a simpler "constructive" proof, displaying explicitly the witness automata and, at the same time, reducing the alphabet size to n+2.
In chronological order, the first work concerning this problem In this paper, we shall focus our attention on the state hierarchy of unary regular languages, i.e., on automata with a single letter input alphabet. Unary (tally) languages play an important role in theoretical computer science, as languages with a very low information content. (See, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 11] .)
For unary regular languages, we present an almost exact approximation of G max (n) and G min (n), the largest and the smallest muggle numbers for n, respectively. Then we prove the existence of magic numbers between G min (n) and G max (n). Thus, in the unary case, the state hierarchy of dfa's, for the family of languages accepted by n-state nfa's, is not contiguous. We shall actually show that most of the numbers between G min (n) and G max (n) is magic. (A typical structure of the state hierarchy is shown in Fig. 2.) In order to prove the existence of magic numbers for unary automata, we need to revise some of their properties first. In 1986, Chrobak [2] introduced a new normal form for unary nfa's, and used this normal form to show that the cost of eliminating nondeterminism in the unary case is at most
n·ln n states, where F (n) denotes the Landau's function. (For exact definition, see (1) below.) This is better than the standard subset construction.
We need to introduce a more refined version of the Chrobak normal form. This will reduce the cost of eliminating nondeterminism to F (n−1) + (n 2 −2) states. Such improvement seems to be marginal at first glance. However, in Sect. 4, we shall present an optimal nfa using exactly n states, such that its optimal deterministic counterpart uses exactly F (n − 1) + k n states, for some
